1981 yamaha virago 750 wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. FRDiagram Database.
ITDiagram Database. Wiring Diagrams. FRwiring diagram. Related Yamaha Virago Wiring
Diagram. Buy this file: Yamaha Virago Online Service. Also identified in this Yamaha Virago
service repair manual is Euro-style chain-drive and shaft driven models. Charge battery.
Short-circuited or open between electrodes. Replace battery. Poor contact condition of battery
terminal s. Clean and retighten. Wiring Poor or no connection at either battery positive or
negative cable, at either end. Repair or replace cable s. Cracked or corroded battery cable ends.
Clean, tighten or replace cable s as needed. Tighten connections or repair or replace wire s.
Handlebar start switch Poor switch contacts or open switch. Replace switch. Starter relay Open
coil winding. Replace relay. Poor or no continuity at relay points. Correct lack of ground.
Solenoid Poor contact condition caused by burnt contact. Polish contact surface or replace
solenoid assembly. Pull-in winding open or short-circuited. Repair or replace solenoid
assembly. Hold-in winding open or short-circuited. Starting motor Brushes worn below
specification. Check brush spring tension. Replace field frame and holder. Commutator burnt.
Re-face or replace. Commutator high mica. Correct by undercutting. Field winding grounded.
Armature winding grounded or short-circuited. Reduction gears damaged. Insufficient brush
spring tension. Disconnected lead wire between solenoid and field windings. Repair or replace
lead wire. Ball bearing sticks. Replace bearing. Table Overrunning clutch. Overrunning clutch
malfunction rollers or compression spring. Replace overrunning clutch. Pinion teeth worn out.
Replace pinion. Pinion does not run in overrunning direction. Poor sliding condition of spline
teeth. Remove foreign materials, dirt or replace overrunning clutch or pinion shaft. Replace
overrunning clutch and idler gear. Jackshaft assembly Improper jackshaft parts assembly
Disassemble and assemble parts properly. Gear teeth on clutch shell Excessively worn teeth.
Replace clutch shell. Unopened contacts. Replace starting switch or starter relay. Poor return
caused by sticky switch or relay contacts. Return spring worn. Replace spring. Coil layer
shorted. Replace solenoid. Contact plate melted and stuck. Remove starter motor. Disassemble
drive housing assembly. Inspect for damage to armature gear or idler gear. Is damage present?
Remove and disassemble starter jackshaft assembly. Is jackshaft properly assembled?
Assemble jackshaft properly. Replace damaged idler gear and armature. Replace starter clutch.
Perform voltage drop tests between battery positive to starter battery terminal. Crank engine. Is
voltage drop greater than 1. Perform voltage drop tests from battery positive to starter motor
terminal. Repair connection between battery and starter. Repair or replace solenoid contacts.
Perform voltage drop tests between battery negative and starter studs or bolts. Clean ground
connections. Perform starter motor current draw test on vehicle. Perform starter motor free
running current draw bench test. Are test results within range? Remove spark plugs while in 5th
gear. Rotate rear wheel. Replace or repair starter motor. Follow the 1. The voltage drop test
measures the difference in potential or the actual voltage dropped between the source and
destination. Attach your red meter lead to the most positive part of the circuit, which in this
case would be the positive post of the battery 5. Attach the black meter lead to the final
destination or component in the circuit solenoid terminal from relay. Activate the starter and
observe the meter reading. The meter will read the voltage dropped or the difference in potential

between the source and destination. An open circuit should read 12 volts, displaying all the
voltage dropped, and the entire difference in potential displayed on the meter. NOTE Open
circuits on the ground side will read zero. Typically, a good circuit will drop less than 1. If the
voltage drop is greater, back track through the connections until the source of the potential
difference is found. The benefits of doing it this way are speed and accuracy. Readings show
the actual voltage dropped, not just the presence of voltage. This tests the system as it is
actually being used. It is more accurate and will display hard to find poor connections. This
approach can be used on lighting circuits, ignition circuits, etc. Start from most positive and go
to most negative the destination or component. The negative or ground circuit can be checked
as well. Place the negative lead on the most negative part of the circuit or the negative battery
post. Remember, there is nothing more negative than the negative post of the battery. Place the
positive lead to the ground you wish to check. Activate the circuit. This will allow you to read
the potential difference or voltage dropped on the negative or ground circuit. This technique is
very effective for identifying poor grounds due to powdered paint. Even the slightest connection
may cause an ohmmeter to give a good reading. However, when sufficient current is passed
through, the resistance caused by the powdered paint will cause a voltage drop or potential
difference in the ground circuit. Remove left side cover. See Figure To test relay, proceed to
Step 4. Improper connections will damage the diode connected across the relay windings.
Check for continuity between terminals 3 and 5. A malfunctioning relay will not show continuity
and must be replaced. Check starter current draw with an induction ammeter before
disconnecting battery. Proceed as follows: 1. Verify that transmission is in neutral. Disconnect
spark plug wires from spark plug terminals. Clamp induction ammeter over positive battery
cable next to starter. With ignition key switch ON, turn engine over by pressing starter switch
while reading the ammeter. Disregard initial high current reading which is normal when engine
is first turned over. Typical starter current draw will range from to amperes. If starter current
draw exceeds amperes, the problem may be in the starter or starter drive. Remove starter for
further tests. See the Sportster Service Manual. A DC current probe may be used if an induction
ammeter is not available. Place starter in vise, using a clean shop towel to prevent scratches or
other damage. Attach one heavy jumper cable 6 gauge minimum. Connect one end to the starter
mounting flange 1. Connect the other end to the negative â€” terminal of a fully charged battery
2. Connect a second heavy jumper cable 6 gauge minimum. Connect the other end to the
battery terminal 4 on the starter solenoid. Place an inductive ammeter 3 over cable. Connect a
smaller jumper cable 14 gauge minimum. Connect the other end to the solenoid relay terminal 5.
Check ammeter reading. Ammeter should show 90 amps maximum. If reading is higher,
disassemble starter for inspection. If starter current draw on vehicle was over amps and this
test was within specification, there may be a problem with engine, primary drive or jackshaft.
These tests may produce flying sparks which could result in death or serious injury. NOTE Do
not disassemble solenoid. Before testing, disconnect field wire from motor terminal as shown in
Figure Conduct all three tests one after the other in the sequence given without interruption.
Quick Links. Table of Contents. On a Trike you will steer rather than lean as you would on a
conventional two wheel motorcycle. Take corners very slowly until you get used to the feel of
cornering on a Trike. Use of InstaTrike on unpaved terrain may void warranty. Installation of
InstaTrike requires your motorcycle to be level. Some motorcycles are not level when on the
center stand. Level the motorcycle by placing spacers under the center stand as needed When
installing trailer hitch attach Page 5 NOTICE: Install all bolts and brackets loosely until all bolts
and brackets are in place Remove any aftermarket accessories saddle bags, back rests, etc
before hitch installation. After installation remount accessories. Page 6 motorcycle. Located
near rear turn signals Use new bolts provided. Page 8 1. Place your motorcycle on a smooth flat
surface, like a garage floor, and rest it on its center stand. Assemble the axles, tires and wheels,
and fenders onto the tow- pac hitch cart. Thread bolt into bracket on hitch and tighten. When
removing InstaTrike reverse the above procedure. Page 10 InstaTrike Assembly Diagram Page
Wheel Alignment Wheel Alignment Wheel alignment is critical for proper tire wear and handling.
With InstaTrike installed and motorcycle on center stand, measure A and B. Tighten axle bolts
and torque to 45 pounds. Your trike is shipped with the adjuster preset to an optimum position
for your model of motorcycle however you can make whatever adjustments necessary to
customize to your bike and personal preference. Use enclosed jam nuts on top of bolt to further
secure leanstop bolt. Page 14 Periodically check alignment plate bolt for tightness as well.
NOTE: Leave fender bolts loose until all bolts are inserted. Page 15 Reflector Mounting
Instructions Be sure fender is clean and free from dust Do not apply reflectors in direct sunlight
or on a hot surface Remove backing from reflector and carefully position on fender. See
Diagram Below Lightly spraying back of reflectors with a mild solution of water or Windex will
allow easier positioning. This manual is also suitable for: Virago Print page 1 Print document 16

pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. I have one with a different plug and 6 wires on it, that doesn't
match the posted wiring diagrams. Just fishing for thoughts Description Mics Author P. Here is
a collection of wiring diagrams I have accumulated threw the years. These are Virago specific
but they can be easily adapted to your needs. Have you ever run across an 81 with a different
diode? Well, that one has got me stumped. Never seen that before. After much research I have
deciphered that it monitors for the most part but does have some control of the oil light. After
studying the diagram, I would say that for the most part it is useless. It you remove it and run a
jumper between the two black wires your oil light will still work as normal and eliminate it
entirely. What kind of problems are you having. No problems with that really, just that the sky
blue wire is also tied to the neutral light and neutral safety switch. The problem came on my 83,
when I smoked the diode on that circuit, and said to myself, "Self, that isn't a big obstacle, as I
have a wiring harness from an 81 sitting on the bench. I just wondered if anybody else had ever
seen that, since these are the only wiring diagrams I have seen floating around. So with the help
of the genuine Yammy diagrams I have rubbed out the incorrect wires and drawn in the correct
ones. Hope this helps someone, cheers, Dave. PS - Matthew, want to add this to the list of
diagrams? Just keeping them out of the general publics eyes and for enthusiasts only. One of
those wiring diagrams in the top part of the tech article was created by me. The bottom one is
my wiring diagram. The others are modified versions of my original. I don't mind it being posted
but give the credit where it's due. Sorry, Scott. At first I thought it was the one that I had created
for my chopper, but that is actually one that I had made for Bykrmom for her It's all good, I hope
it has helped some folks. More than you know! Any thing i can do to jog your memory on the rev
limiter? I get a lot of questions about wiring motorcycles. An essential part of building any sort
of chopper, bobber, cafe racer, brat bike, or rat rod is getting rid of all the unnecessary items.
The above diagram is from a Honda CB Custom dual cam bike. A lot of the controls can be
removed, blinkers, gauges and indicators, relays and switches. Below is a generic wiring
diagram I whipped up that can be used as a guideline. This diagram is setup to run a headlight
and brake light, keep your battery charged, and have a keyed ignition. When working on your
existing wiring loom it is best not to just start cutting wildly like I do! Inside your headlight is
where much of the wiring converges, so is a good place to start. Remove your headlight and
start trimming back the sheaths. Slice back the sheaths of the wiring loom as far as possible to
expose the wires inside. If this is your first electronics exploration, start with something easier.
An easy starting point is the blinkers. To remove your blinkers, unbolt them one at a time, then
trace the wires through the cut open sheath. But, you should be able to follow the positive lead
from each blinker all the way to the flasher relay which will be near the battery and rectifier
under the seat. You can remove all of this wiring, the relay, and of course the blinkers. Keep
going one item at a time. It will do everything you need. It should be noted that my diagram
caters to my desires â€” I generally remove the switch controls on the left side of the
handlebars, and the ones on the right if possible often times the throttle housing and switches
are a single unit. I replace my controls with simple switches picked up from radio-shack, and
mount them where ever pleases me at the time. In this picture I had one switch overriding the
keyed ignition, and another activating the starter. It was kind of a weird setup, but the only
photo I have handy. When removing things you always want to make sure they are either not
being utilized or serve no essential purpose. If you have questions, please ask them either here
in the comments or on my new Motorcycle Repair Forums. I do my best to help out everyone
who posts. Also â€” for some of you who are more adventurous and are looking for a hardcore
diagram for modifying a kickstart only bike to run sans battery â€” have a looky:. A reader
recently had a very note worthy comment. My diagrams above have the brake light controlled by
the same switchable power source as the headlight. This means that you must turn on the
headlight for the brake light to be active. Hans graciously sent me an edited version of my
diagram with the adjustment on it. Have a look:. If Negative ground â€” Negative side of Coil
goes to Points.. Is this correct?? I bought a r ninja engine, had a loom ext and injection carbs
but I really just wanted to remove all the loom and injection carb which I have done and
replaced with a zzr carb, I made my own loom which took some doing when you know nothing!
But I managed to get 2 cdi units and actually got the plugs to spark and the engine to turnover!
But then found that the plugs where not sparking correctly but more like takers sparking like
lightning?. Can anybody please help me?.. You can earn additional bucks easily, search on
youtube for: how to earn selling articles. Awesome write up! Exactly what i was looking for. I
have suzuki gs Before i start tearing down do i need any additional capacitors of any sort to run
bike without battery. Great article! For the XS there is a kick start back p. That would be
awesome if I could. I was thinking and it looks like your diagrams support this that
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we dont need to run extra cable, if we can just attach to the closest bit of frame. Aside from the
actual lights, a battery, and some wire, I have no idea what I need or where to start. Can you
help me figure out a wiring diagram and tell me what pieces I need, like solenoid, rectifier, etc.
Any help will be greatly appreciated. I know that writing articles is boring and time consuming.
But did you know that there is a tool that allows you to create new articles using existing
content from article directories or other websites from your niche? And it does it very well. The
new posts are high quality and pass the copyscape test. Hey, I'm Evan and this is one of my
motorcycle sites. Evan Fell Motorcycle Works. You might have checked the wiring diagram for
your bike already and seen something like this: The above diagram is from a Honda CB Custom
dual cam bike. But anywayâ€¦.. Have a look: Mar 30, Evan Fell. Older comments. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. Click to cancel reply. A Full Garage.

